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International E-Trade
ROLF H. WEBER*
Tbe functioning of e-trade highly depends on transaction security (stable technological infra-
structure) and on a reliable transborder legal framework. As far as international trade rules
are concerned, neither the GATT (addressing goods) nor the GATS (regulating services) pro-
vide for adequate rules that are not contingent on the carrier medium. By applying successfil
negotiation mechanisms under the GATS, the realization of a more appropriate classification
scheme as well as the allocation of e-services to mode 1 of the GATS do not seem to be unrealis-
tic. Through harmonization of transaction-related (private law) provisions the new UN-
Convention on International E-Contracts could become a valuable instrument in order to
achieve an improved e-trade legal framework.
E-business, which encompasses the trade in e-goods and e-services, has slowly regained
importance after the decrease of its significance subsequent to the "crash" of the Internet
hype early in this century.' Evidently, the success of electronic commercial transactions2
depends on the stability of the legal framework. Only if the legal consequences of certain
activities can be properly foreseen is it likely that cross-border transactional e-business
will thrive. Therefore, it is imperative to establish a stable legal framework for e-trade.3
After a short description of the forthcoming changes influencing the technological and
economic environment, this article addresses some aspects of the infrastructural backbone
that are a necessity to the survival of international e-trade. The subsequent main parts
discuss the trade rule regimes of international organizations dealing with the liberalization
* Prof. Dr. Rolf H. Weber, Chair Professor for International Business Law at the University of Zurich,
Attorney-at-Law in Zurich. This article is the written and extended version of a public lecture given at the
Faculty of Law, University of Hong Kong, on 2nd February 2007. For valuable comments I would like to
thank Mirina Grosz.
1. OECD, INFORMATION TECIINOLOGY OUTiLOOK 2006, HIGHILIGiHTS, http://www.oecd.org/so/ito.
2. The term "electronic transactions" is interpreted in a very broad sense, including production, distribu-
tion, marketing, sale, and delivery of goods and services by electronic means; see also WTO General Council,
Work Programme on Electronic Commerce, Declaration of 25th September 1998, VvT/L/274 (Sept. 30, 1998);
ALLIANCE FOR GLOBAL BUSINESS, A DiscussioN PAPER ByI nni ALLIANCE FOR GLOBAL BUSINESS ON
TRAiE RELATED AsiECT's oF ELECIRONIC COALMERCE IN RESPONSE roT HE WTO's E-COMMERCE
WORK PROGRAMME (1999), http://www.giic.org/agb/agb wtoApril 1999.pdf. Since the article mainly deals
with trade rules, the word "e-trade" is often used as overarching term hereinafter.
3. A major role in this connection also plays the law governing information technology (IT) aspects.
However, these issues cannot be dealt with hereinafter; for an extensive overview, see Rolf H. Weber, IT
Markets, Asia's Chance for Revitalizing the WTO, 37 HONG KONG L. J. 185 (2007).
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and relaxation of trade barriers that still complicate the execution of cross-border e-trans-
action as well as the transactional (private law) framework stating rules for the conclusion
and implementation of contractual e-business.
I. Forthcoming Changes of the Technological and Economic Background
A future-oriented legal framework for e-trade must take due note of technological de-
velopments. Even if the infrastructure mainly concerns the aspects of information and
communication, it also has an impact on the contents of e-products and on e-trade. Tech-
nical devices and the prices for their use determine business behavior and business models.
Therefore, a short look at the expected technological developments is recommended.
A. DEVELOPMENT" OF NEXT GENERATION NETWORKS
The most recent developments veer toward fully overcoming the traditionally different
technical regimes of "telecommunication," two-way interactive communication, and
"broadcasting," one-way not interactive information. The main reason for this change,
which leads to the well-known "convergence" of communications services, 4 lies in the fact
that the present circuit switched technology will be replaced by Internet Protocol net-
works.5 This new feature is the implementation of the proper core and access network
architecture. Specifically, the use of modern information technologies allows for the re-
placement of multiple networks by a single one that is in a position to interoperate with
different access networks. 6
This kind of Next Generation Network (NGN) technically consists of different so-
called service layers comprising the infrastructure, the network services, the value added
services, and the information services layers. 7 Consequently, the layer becomes the tech-
nological key element of the traffic components. Structurally, or from a regulatory point
of view, this fact implies a move from a "network access regime" to a "layer access regime"
in which competitors will require different forms of access. 8
The implementation of NGNs will have a substantial impact on business models and
billing systems as well as on the market structures. Thereby, the risk that infrastructure
holders may attempt to monopolize the sole network should not be underestimated since
the control of a NGN allows one to play a dominant role in the market.9 Thus far, the
key problems are the essential facilities and the bottlenecks as known from discussions in
4. See Green Paper on the Convergence of the Telecommunications, Media and Information Technology
Sectors, and the Implications for Regulation, COM (97) 623 final (Dec. 3, 1997); see also Pierre Larouche,
Dealing with Convergence at the International Level, in Ti Ir WTO AND THE GLOBAL CONVERGENCE IN TELE-
CO,\IAU,,CATIONS AND AuDIovisuAL SERVICES 390 (Damien Geradin & David Luffs eds., 2004); ANIRUD-
I)IIA BANERJEFL & CHRISTIAN M. D1PPON, ITS CONFERENCE, BEIJING, CO.%1AsUNICAnONs REGULATION
AND POLICY UNDER CONVERGENCE: ADVANCING THE STATE OF TIlE DEBATE, http://nera.com/
Publication.asp?p_ID=2824.
5. See ROB NICHOLLS, ITS Conference, Beijing, INrERCONNECIION 01 NF\-r GFNERATION N-r
WORKS - A RFGULATORY PERSPECIIVE, http://ssrn.coil/abstract=911323.
6. See Olav Ruhle & Ewald Lichtenberger, Regulatory Future of Electronic Communications in Europe, 5
Comsp. L. REV. INT'L 134, 134-35 (2006).
7. Id. at 135.
8. Id. at 136.
9. See NICHOLLS, supra note 5, at 8.
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the telecommunications field.' 0 The drawback of any monopolizing attempt is even more
detrimental as the layer access regime requires introducing new types of interconnection
and network inter-working.I However, the sole network concept provides for incentives
towards vertical integration as it becomes increasingly important to bundle access and
services.' 2
The NGNs are technically based on increased bandwidth, and their installation re-
quires substantial investments. The present infrastructure holders are usually only pre-
pared to invest the necessary amounts if the benefits from the investments are not to be
shared with the service providers. Therefore, the infrastructure holders often request a
"regulatory holiday" combined with a forbearance from regulation of the entire broad-
band segment.' 3 In such a situation, the regulator must ensure that a fair balance between
the investor's interests and the interests of the other market participants can be achieved.
B. PRINCIPLE OF NET NEUTRALITY
1. Conceptual Aspects
In light of the new features of improved infrastructures and the increasing demand for
the execution of e-trade, it is not surprising that network operators, for example AT&T,
Verizon, and CATV operators, have started to place requests with respect to: (i) treatment
of Internet traffic and (ii) financial compensation of such traffic. Opposition to such a new
regime mainly comes from the "content companies," such as eBay, Google, Yahoo!,
Microsoft, and media enterprises. 14 The problem, which is often discussed under the
heading "net neutrality," 5 can be addressed from two angles. First, should the net neu-
trality principle be maintained irrespective of the investments made into the network im-
provement? Notwithstanding the fact that carriage of data is to be considered a
commodity, it would be fair to state that in business there is "no such thing as a free
lunch"; network operators need to get an indemnification for their investments, be it a
remuneration for transport services, a payment for access, or similar services.' 6 Second,
should the regulator introduce net neutrality rules on a legislative level? This question is
discussed in the United States between the "openist" group arguing in favor of a legal
mandate for net neutrality and the "de-regulationist" group, which would rely on market
forces to ensure continued Internet access on sufficiently neutral terms.' 7 This approach
10. For an overview, see RoLF: H. WEBER & BIANKA S. DORR, DIGITALE V,'RBREIArUNG VON RUNDFUNK-
PROGRAA.\IlN UN1) MFINUNGSVIELFALr 76 (Zurich 2001); HENRN', H. PFRRI'II[JR., LAW AND THE INFOR-
MAI'ION SUPERHIGHWAY: PRIVACY, ACCE'sS, IN IELLEC-rFUAL PROPERTY, COMMEIRCI, LIABILI'Y § 2.20
(John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1996); Paul Carlyle, Legal Regulation of Telecommtunications: The Impact on Internet
Services, in LAW & THEl INIIRNVi 339 (Lilian Edwards & Charlotte Waelde eds., 2000).
11. NiCIIOLLS, supra note 5, at 3.
12. See also Ruble & Lichtenberger, supra note 6, at 135.
13. For more details, see Ruble & Lichtenberger, supra note 6, at 136.
14. See also Barbara van Schewick, To'wards an Economic Framework for N\etwork Neutrality Regulation, 5 J. oN
TELECOMtM. & HIGii TLC. L. (forthcoming 2007), available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=812991.
15. A broad overview is given by Johannes Bauer, Michigan State University, Effects of Alternative Net-
work Neutrality Policies-A Simulation Approach, 17th European ITS Conference (2006).
16. See BANERJFE & DIPPoN, supra note 4, at 19.
17. For further details, see DANIEL J. WETIz/NER, Tim- NEuroIRAi INTrERNI-r: AN INFORAIAION ARCII-
TECTURE IOR OPEN SociicrTIES (2006), http://dig.csail.mit.edu/2006/06/neutralnet.html; Ruble & Lichten-
berger, supra note 6, at 137.
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has the advantage that legislative action, being usually cumbersome and costly, is only
taken if the business activities do not lead to satisfactory results,I8 in particular if competi-
tion law rules do not exist or are not efficiently applied.
2. Competition and Discrimination
Typically, the net neutrality discussion in the United States emerged as a consequence
of the fear that broadband competition could be weakened in the aftermath of a market
consolidation process. If attempts to monopolize the modern networks are on the way to
being successful, there is the risk that the access to or the use of a network will not be
provided at competitive terms. Therefore, competition authorities and sector-regulators
must be careful to establish a legal framework that implements useful preconditions for
open markets.' 9
The potential for discrimination in the hands of core network operators is substantial.
Content providers could be classified, and thereupon discriminated against, according to
their willingness to pay charges for traffic services or for other general services of the
network operator seeking a return on investment.2 0 Content providers could also be dis-
criminated against based on the quality of services, for example the volume of bandwidth,
availability of transmission channels, and response times, that are used by the operator (so-
called bit-discrimination).2 1 Moreover, the network operator could limit the connection
of specific equipment to the network or could implement blocking or bandwidth
starvation. 22
C. MARKET IWMLICATIONS
The technological developments, in particular the structural changes caused by the
move from the network access regime to the layer access regime, have remarkable market
implications: access operators may play a major role for content and business companies
whereas providers unrelated to the Internet Protocol might lose commercial ground (i.e.
carrier pre-selection provider). Furthermore, the bundling of services will gain impor-
tance. This gives the chance to develop new business models. 23 The convergence of
networks potentially increases the number of operators in a position to offer bandwidth
(telecommunications providers and cable operators); theoretically, at least, this fact creates
chances to have increased infrastructure competition. 24 Moreover, as far as an actual link
to certain types of services exists, wholesale markets might change. 25
The technological changes also make it imperative to rethink basic competitive under-
standings such as market definitions and market analysis. Technological progress tends to
18. For a general discussion related to the advantages and disadvantages of regulation, see ROLF H.
WEBER, REGULATORY MODELS FOR THE ONLINE WORLD 57 (2002).
19. See id. at 109; Christopher S. Yoo, Would Mandating Broadband Network Neutrality Help or Hurt Compe-
tition? A Comment on the End-to-End Debate, 3 J. ON TELECOIMM. & HIGH TECH. L. 23 (Fall 2004).
20. Ruhle & Lichtenberger, supra note 6, at 137.
21. Id.
22. Id. at 137-38.
23. Id. at 138.
24. See also BANERJEE & DIPPON, supra note 4, at 3.
25. See also Ruhle & Lichtenberger, supra note 6, at 138-39.
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tear down trade barriers; a purely analytical approach might not be able to fully account
for such developments26
II. Infrastructural Framework for E-Trade
A. INT-ERN\,ET GOxERN ANCE
1. Domain Name System
In order to be present on the Internet, a business entity needs to have a specific address,
such as a terminal, which can be contacted by another terminal that permits the address to
be available on global networks. Therefore, the management of domains is of utmost
practical, commercial, and strategic importance for a successful e-trade business. Indeed,
the visibility of business entities heavily depends on access to a numerical address expres-
sing a specific domain name. Generally speaking, domain names: (i) serve to identify the
destination of communications; (ii) strengthen the organizational identity of the ad-
dressee; (iii) increase accessibility to information; and (iv) possibly have an economic value
as substitutes for trademarks.2 7
The Domain Name System (DNS), which must take into account manifold technical
conditions and special geographical requirements in an appropriate way, should fulfil
three basic functions. The DNS is responsible for: (i) the management of the root of the
DNS and of the top-level domains; (ii) the assignment of blocks of numerical addresses to
regional registries; and (iii) the allocation of the variety of the Internet Protocol parame-
ters.28 Originally, the DNS was run by the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority
(IANA); however, the globalization of the use of Internet resources and the commerciali-
zation of many of its functions have called for a worldwide structure.29 After several
conferences, the groups involved agreed to the incorporation of a non-profit California
organization, the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN).
Notwithstanding the fact that the ICANN has started to build a governance structure and
has introduced regional participation in the decision making process, the United States
remains the key player. 30 The only exception concerns the dispute settlement function
assumed by the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) in Geneva, Switzer-
land. Its Uniform Dispute Resolution Procedure (UDRP) increasingly gained importance
over the last years since the WIPO arbitration proceedings for disputes related to domain
names turned out to be quite efficient and not too costly. 31
26. Id. at 139-40.
27. See Weber, supra note 18, at 102.
28. See A. Michael Froomkin, Wrong Turn in Cyberspace: Using ICANN to Route Around the APA and the
Constitution, 50 DuM L. J. 17, 37 (2000).
29. For an overview, see Rolf H. Weber, Looking Ahead: More Harmonization in the Domain Name System?,
INcr'L J. INIrFRCULTURAL INFO. 75 (2007); Rolf H. Weber & Mirina Grosz, Internet Governance - From Vague
Ideas to Realistic Implementation, M EDIALFX 121 (2007); Viktor Maver-Schonberger & Make Ziewitz, Jefferson
Rebuffed: The United States and the Future of the Internet Governance, 8 COLUM. Sci. & Ticii. L. REv. 188
(2007).
30. Weber, supra note 18, at 105.
31. Weber, stipra note 29, at 76; see Kevin Cheatham, Negotiating A Domain Name Dispute: Problem Solving
v. Competitive Approaches, 7 WITLLAuAIFsIIE J. INNI"L L. & Dispurr .i RFs. 33 (2000); for further information, see
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2. Need of Improved Governance Structures
Over time, many objections have arisen against the privately organized administration
of the DNS and the substantial influence of the United States on ICANN. Some were
concerned that privately-established rules eroded the power of sovereign states and that
ICANN lacked an adequate democratic background. 32 Consequently, the second World
Summit on the Information Society (WSIS), held in Tunis in November 2005, addressed
the topic of Internet governance and proclaimed an international management of the In-
ternet on the basis of multilateral, transparent, and democratic structures.3 3 In particular,
the WSIS called for the coordination of the activities of international and inter-govern-
mental organizations and other institutions concerned with Internet governance as well as
improvement in the exchange of information among themselves. The second World
Summit established a new discussion body, the Internet Governance Forum (IGF), which
should further deal with the respective topics. 34
During the inaugural conference of the IGF in Athens in October and November 2006,
the requirements of an adequate Internet governance regime were discussed at length. 35
Many considered the conference a success due to the large participation and the existence
of outspoken, critical, and open dialogue. Furthermore, the conference introduced so-
called "dynamic coalitions" to address the specific factual issues and to develop concrete
policy recommendations. 36 The IGF did not adopt a final declaration; rather, the out-
come of the negotiations and the implementation of a more legitimized structure with
improved governance parameters remained uncertain. Notwithstanding the governance
aspects, however, market participants in e-trade are mainly interested in uncomplicated
systems and procedures. This means that the establishment of new ruling bodies should
take care not to make the handling of domain names more difficult and costly or less
efficient.
B. LmPLEMENTATION OF TRANSACTION SECURITY
1. Meaning for E-Trade
The successful implementation of e-business transactions makes it necessary to establish
a secure technical framework for their execution. Today, 80 percent of corporate assets
are digital. If there is a substantial risk that these digital assets will be lost during the
traffic phase or can be attacked by third persons while in transport, a diligent entrepreneur
will abstain from using the respective electronic infrastructure. 37
WORLD INTrELLECTUAL PROPERTY ORGANIZATION, WIPO GUIuE TO THE UNIFoRM DOMAIN NAME Dis-
PUTE RSOLUTrIoN POLICY (UDRP), http://www.wipo.int/amc/en/domains/guide/index.html.
32. See Weber, snpra note 29, at 76; Weber & Grosz, supra note 29, at 129.
33. World Summit on the Information Society, Tunis Agenda for the Information Society, at 29 WSIS-05/
TUNIS/DOCS/6 (Rev. 1) (Nov. 18, 2005) [hereinafter WSIS].
34. Id. at 72-73; Weber & Grosz, supra note 29, at 123, 126.
35. Wolfgang Kleinwichter, Internet Governance Forum, 1 MMR XX (2007); for more detailed information,
see http://www.intgovforum.org.
36. Id; Weber & Grosz, supra note 29, at 126.
37. A general overview is given by ROLF H. WEBER & ANN'Ei-rE WILLI, r-SICHERHEIT uND REci-IT 83-
126 (2006), available at http://rwiweb.uzh.ch/zik/publikation/Abstract%20T%20Sicherheit.pdf.
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A concept complying with the objective of protecting e-business transactions must in-
troduce measures that channel the relevant data and e-products to the persons who need
them and build firewalls to prevent access by persons who do not need or should not get
them. 38 Since transaction security is of the utmost importance for e-trade, the choice of
the respective measures must be done with adequate regard to the technological possibili-
ties and the business environment. Protection against the potential risk of third persons
having access to certain digital data or e-products can generally be effectuated by different
technical measures.
2. Cryptographic Measures
Cryptographic measures are used to protect information from being discovered by un-
authorized persons (loss of confidentiality).39 In other words, the objective of cryptogra-
phy is to hide the delivery of digital data. This technology is frequently used in e-
banking-systems; however, these measures are not primarily important for e-trade.
The stringent regulations governing the cross-border transfer of cryptographic prod-
ucts were mainly induced by the United States and were introduced after World War II
based on the so-called COCOM-ist. 40 These regulations have been weakened during the
last few years, particularly within the framework of the Wassenaar Agreement,4 1 and now




Electronic signatures provide protection against unauthorized modification of informa-
tion and allow for a reliable verification of the authenticity of the addresser. Additionally,
electronic signatures also prevent the addresser from denying his authorship, so called
non-repudiation. 43 This protection measure plays a substantial role in e-trade since sup-
pliers and customers must be interested in avoiding any kind of interference during the
time of delivery of e-goods and e-services. Meanwhile, it has, at least in some industries
such as e-banking, become state of the art to apply electronic signatures when executing e-
transactions.
38. See also Rolf H. Weber, Information Infrastructure Protection as Legal Topic, Cc),up. L. REV. IIN-"L 13
(2007).
39. WEBER & WILLI, sutpra note 37, at 83.
40. WASSENAAR ARRANGMiLiENT [WA], GENESIS OF THE WASSENAAR ARRANFcMEIN1r, http://
www.wassenaar.org/introduction/origins.html.
41. WASSENAAR ARRANGEMENr, http://www.wassenaar.org (last visited May 27, 2007); see also WEBER &
WILLI, supra note 37, at 92-93.
42. WEBER & WILLI, supra note 37, at 93-94; see also BERT-JAAP KooPs, Overview per Country (2007),
http://rechten.uvt.nllkoops/cryptolaw/cls2.htn#co.
43. See WEBER & WILLI, supra note 37, at 96; STEPIEN MASON, ELECTRONIC SIGNATURES IN LAW 1.3
(Tottel Publishing 2003); INTERDISCIPLINARY CEN-I-RE FOR LAW AND IM'., DIGITAL SIGNATURES: A SUR-
V\Y OF LAW AND PRACTICE IN THE EUROPEAN UNION 37 (Woodhead Publishing 2000); Mathias M. Sierns,
The EU Directive on Electronic Signatures - A Worldwide Model or a Fruitless Attempt to Regudate the Future?, 16
INT'L REV. LAW, COMP. & TEci,. 7 (2002); Kamini Bharvada, Electronic Signatures, Biometrics and PK1 in the
UK, 16 IN-I"L REV. LAW, COPP. & TEcIi. 265 (2002).
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From a comparative legal perspective, the national laws on digital signatures in different
countries have been fairly harmonized on the basis of the Model Law on Electronic Signa-
tures prepared by UNCITRAL. 44 This legal harmonization facilitates the cross-border
application of electronic signature regulations and should help to increase the acceptabil-
ity of this technical measure that cannot always be easily handled. 45 This has also had a
positive effect on e-business, as the use of public keys and private keys has become quite
standardized and some widely accepted trust authorities have been established. Further-
more, recognition of electronic signatures and of liability in case of system failures has
reached similar legal treatment in most countries involved in e-trade.
4. Access Controls
As walls and lockable devices are introduced to hinder unauthorized entry and unautho-
rized knowledge in the physical context, access controls are installed in electronic do-
mains. They specify which resources certain persons may access and what operations they
can perform. Access controls in network infrastructures include the identification and
authentication of the user as well as that of a system, program, or process. 46 The availabil-
itv of information, the authentication of users and devices, the integrity of systems, the
confidentiality of data, and non-repudiation are all relevant aspects. 47
MII. Trade-Related Legal Framework
A. OVERVIEW
The main purpose of international trade rules is to avoid or at least mitigate trade barri-
ers caused by national laws. Traditionally, trade barriers are caused by customs, duties,
and similar charges; however, non-tariff trade barriers also play an important role. XVith
the lowering of tariffs, the importance of these impediments has increased. 48 Because e-
trade does not leave physical traces that can be easily followed, making it difficult to levy
custom duties, non-tariff barriers tend to have a more stringent meaning.
It used to be argued that the Internet was impossible to regulate, that the Internet was a
global marketplace extending beyond the regulatory realm. 49 Now, however, it is unam-
biguously accepted that a reliable legal framework governing the use of the Internet is
necessary for the successful execution of business transactions and that, consequently, the
44. See U-NCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Signatures (MLEC) with Guide to Enactment 2001 (2002)
[hereinafter MLEC.
45. See MLEC, supra note 44, §§ 3-5, §§ 26-28.
46. See VEBER & WILL], supra note 37, at 112; SHON HARRIS, ALL IN ONE CISSP CLWI'IFICAlION 107
(2003).
47. See WEBER & WILL[, supra note 37, at 116.
48. Weber , supra note 3, at 195; Council-ITA Committee, Note by the Secretariat: The Non-Tariffilleanires
Work Programme, G/IT/SPEC/Q2/1 1/Rev.l (Apr. 14, 2003); see also Heinz Hauser & Sacha Wunsch- rin -
cent, A Call for a WTO E-Commerce Initiative, 6 INI'LJ. CoMm. L. POL. 1, 15-16 ("inter 2000/2001).
49. See \VEBER, supra note 18, at 25-31 (providing a general overview); Sacha Wunsch-Vincent, Trade Rules
for the Digital Age, in GATS AND THE REGULATION OF .IN'ERNATIONAL TRADE IN SERVICES, WORLD
TRADE FORUM ch I (Marion Panizzon, Nicole Pohl & Pierre Sauv6 eds., Cambridge University Press, forth-
coming 2008). Since it is assumed that the success of electronic commercial transactions depends on the
stability of legal frameworks in this article, these arguments shall not be followed further.
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execution of e-trade falls under the scope of the legal framework of the most important
organization dealing with trade rules, the World Trade Organization (WTO).51) There-
fore, the implementation of rules facilitating e-trade have stayed on its agenda for the last
ten years. A detailed outline of the attempts to find internationally acceptable solutions
will be presented below.Sl Moreover, other international organizations, such as the Or-
ganization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) discussed later in this
article, are also releasing guidelines aimed at improving reasonable conditions for e-trade.
B. WORLD TRADE ORGANIZATION
1. Basic Legal Framework
The WVTO, established by the Marrakesh Agreement of 14th April 1994, is composed
of three main agreements: the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), the
General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS), and the Agreement on Trade-Related
Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS).
The main components of the GATT encompass the following objectives: (i) to open
market access through the most-favored nation treatment of WTO Members (MFN, Art.
1) and (ii) to avoid discrimination through national treatment by putting foreign suppliers
in the same position as domestic suppliers (Article 1i1).52 The GATT does not define the
term "good" in the context of the provisions on MFN and national treatment. 53 How-
ever, the GATT points to the so-called listed products, meaning the goods contained in
the national customs tariffs lists. As a result, these goods are subject to the trade liberali-
zation rules of the GATT.S4
The GATS applies to measures affecting trade in services. The reference to "any ser-
vice" in Article I:3(b)( A) of GATS is far-reaching; therefore, the Secretariat during the
Uruguay Round negotiations drafted a "Services Sectoral Classification List," also called
the "W/120" list after the document number assigned to it.55 This list incorporates the
Central Product Classification (CPC) numbering system of the United Nations. The ser-
vices are grouped into twelve sectors with numerous sub-sectors.
Trade in services under the GATS encompasses four modes by which services can be
supplied: cross border supply (mode 1), consumption abroad (mode 2), commercial pres-
ence (mode 3), and presence of natural persons (mode 4).56 E-trade can be seen from the
50. Wunsch-Vincent, supra note 49, at ch. 2.
51. Due to the problems in the multilateral negotiations within the framework of the VITO, several coun-
tries, particularly in the Asian region and the United States, have begun to enter into bilateral preferential
trade agreements (PTA'S). See Weber, supra note 3, at 210; Wunscb-Vincent, supra note 49, at ch. 3.
52. See also MICHAEL J. TREBILCOCK & ROBERT L. HOWSE, Tin REGULATION Or IN'IERNATIONAL
TRAME 49 (London/New York 3rd ed. 2005); PETER VAN I)EN BosscHiiF, TiE LAW AND POLICY OF TIlE
WORLD TRADE ORGANIZATION 309 (Cambridge 2005).
53. Only short references are made to the term "good," for example, in Arts. 1:1, 11:1, IV:l, X:I and XI of
GATT.
54. See RiCHARD SENtiI, WTO - SYSTEm UND FUNKTI'IONSWVVISE DER WELTIIANIELSORDNUNG 378
(Zurich/Vienna 2000).
55. GATT Secretariat, Uruguay Round Multilateral Trade Negotiations, Group of Negotiations on Services, Ser-
vices Sectoral Classification List, MTN.GNS/W/120 (Jul. 10, 1991).
56. See TREBILCOCK & HoWSE, supra note 52, at 379-380; VAN I)EN Bosscii, sipra note 52, at 322, 488-
89.
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angle of the seller of goods and the provider of services attempting to offer the products
abroad or from the angle of the recipient consuming goods and services in another coun-
try. This leads to the question of whether e-trade services are an expression of mode 1 or
mode 2. 57
In contrast to the GATF, the GATS includes two non-identical sets of rules, namely
the "general obligations" and the "specific commitments." Part I of the GATS addresses
the general obligations and states two important obligations, the most-favoured-nation
(MFN) obligation (Article II) and the transparency obligation (Article IIl).58 If one WTO
Member accords to another Member a specific treatment related to any service or services
provider, it is obliged under the MFN-clause to treat other WTO Members "no less
favorabl[e]" for like services and services providers.5 9 Part III of the GATS deals with the
following types of specific commitments: (1) market access (Article XVi), securing access
to the market of a VTIO Member for services and services providers of other VWTO
Members; (2) national treatment (Article XVII), preventing a V/TO Member from dis-
criminating in favor of the domestic services and services providers and against foreign
suppliers of those services; and (3) additional commitments (Article XVIII), for example
regulatory commitments.
60
Contrary to the general obligations under the GATS and the commitments under the
GATT, the specific commitments need not be compulsorily assumed by the V/TO Mem-
bers. Instead, they may voluntarily enter into commitments with respect to specific ser-
vices sectors and sub-sectors through notification to the V/TO. In this field, a "positive
list" approach receives its scope from the willingness of each V/TO Member to assume
certain commitments. Consequently, the "positive list" approach has a lower liberaliza-
tion effect than the "negative list" approach applied under the GATT. Because WVTO
Members must become active in accepting a commitment by a respective notification to
the WTO Secretariat and new services are not automatically covered by the GATS, the
"positive list" approach is less inclusive. 6 1 This aspect is particularly relevant in respect to
the regulatory regime governing e-trade.
2. Main Topics of Debate Arising under WTO Law
a. Qualification of "Products": Goods or Services?
The treatment of e-products can raise the difficult question of whether a specific "deliv-
ery" qualifies as a trade in goods, which is governed by the GATT, or as a trade in ser-
vices, which is governed by the GATS.62 The problem of "allocation" mainly occurs due
to the fact that neither the GATT classification system (Harmonized System) nor the
GATS classification system (Services Sectoral Classification List, W/120) contain clear
57. See infra 1I1.2.b).
58. See VAN 1)EN BOSSCIHE, snpra note 52, at 318.
59. Art. V GATS contains a general obligation to increase the participation of developing countries
through the negotiation of specific commitments related to three main issues of services trade.
60. See VAN DIN BOSscinE, s-tpra note 52, at 497.
61. See Richard Senti & Rolf H. Weber, Das allgemeine Dienstleistungsabkommen (GATS), in GATT 94 UNID
DIE W LTiiANDI:LSORGANISATiON 129, 141-43 (Daniel Thiirer & Stephan Kux eds., 1996).
62. Cross-border transactions concerning intellectual property and therefore falling under the TRIPS clas-
sification system shall not be dealt with hereinafter.
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guidelines. 63 On the one hand, if an e-product does not have physical attributes, no classi-
fication is available in the Harmonized System, as only carrier media are listed. On the
other hand, an e-product does not often meet the services classification scheme. There-
fore, legal scholars tend to distinguish between digital products64 and electronically traded
services.6 5 Such a differentiation, however, is rather artificial since it relates to the carrier
form rather than the contents.
The question of allocation of e-products to the GATT or the GATS is not only of
academic nature but of utmost practical importance since the level of liberalization under
the two agreements differs substantially.6 6 As mentioned, unlike the GATT, the GATS
does not guarantee free market access. 67 Moreover, the right to market access for services
and services suppliers depends on the extent of commitments in the Schedules for each
INTO Member. Members must specify in their schedules the services sectors and modes
of supply that are subject to liberalization; that is, the Schedules define the exact rights to
market access and to national treatment for foreign services and services providers. 68
An important characteristic of the GATS is the two-stage structure of obligations with
the outlined "positive list" approach. In its national "positive list," each WTO Member
states the accepted extent of assumed specific obligations; the different lists are attached to
and build a formal part of the GATS.69 This regulatory model can be called a voluntary
"bottom-up" approach to liberalization. 70 Furthermore, WVTO Members agreed to con-
tinuing negotiations in various sectors of the economy. So far, however, the efforts in the
nineties have been stronger than those during the last few years. 7 1 Therefore, the "bot-
tom-up" approach in the GATS, until recently, has not reached the "negative list" level of
the GATT. Nevertheless, the GATT framework may not indefinitely be more trade-
liberal than the GATS. Since full specific GATS commitments are offered, an even
greater liberalizing effect may be achieved than under GATT in the future because the
GATS covers four modes of delivery while the GAIT applies only to cross-border
supply.72
63. See Sacha Wunsch-Vincent, UN ICT Task Force, WTO, E-commerce and Information Technologies:
From the Uruguay Round through the Doha Development Agenda 134 (Joanna McIntosh ed., New York
2005) [hereinafter UN ICT Task Force]; Bashar H. Malkawi, E-Commerce in Light of International Trade
Agreements: The 14/TO and the United States-Jordan Free Trade Agreement, 15 INT'L J.L. & INFO. TECI1. 170
(2007); see also SACIIA WUNSCI-t-VINCFNT, THIE WTO, THE INTnFERNFT AND TRADE IN DIGITAL PROD-
ucrs 48-51, 52-62 (Oxford & Pordand 2006) (detailed description of the unresolved questions of
classification).
64. See UN ICT Task Force, sopra note 63, at 127.
65. Id. at 110.
66. See also WUNSC| I-VINCENT, supra note 63, at 53-54.
67. See also TREBILCOCK & HOWSE, supra note 52, at 358.
68. See supra l11.2.a.
69. See Henry Gao, Evaluating Alternative Approaches to GATS Negotiations: Sectoral, Formulae or Other Alter-
natives, in GATS AND 'nF REGULATION O IN-I RNATIONAL TRADE IN SE'RVICES, supra note 49, at ch. I
(addressing the underlying concept of the "positive list"-approach); Sherry M. Stephenson, Approaches to
Liberalizing Services, World Bank Policy Research Paper No. 2107, Washington D.C., May 1999, available at
http://ssrn.coin/abstract=604916.
70. See Pierre Sauv6, Trade Brief of February 2004, The GATS and developing countries - At the service of
development?, Swedish International Development Agency (Sida), Stockholm 2004 1, 4, art. SIDA3409en,
available at http://vw.sida.se/publications.
71. See infra III.2.c.
72. See WUNSCII-VINCENNr, svpra note 63, at 59.
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The distinction between electronically traded services and digital products that can be
delivered by different carrier media does not help to overcome the existing problems.73
Whereas electronically traded services cover the rendering of services without causing any
physical movement on the side of its supplier and receiver, digital products are usually
defined as electronically (e.g. via Internet) transmitted goods such as software, movies,
music, and games. 74 However, these goods are traded for their contents, irrespective of
what form is used for their transport.
Consequently, the form should not be decisive for the regulatory framework. However,
this is exactly the case in the WVTO regulatory framework since a movie being delivered
on a physical carrier medium is subject to the rules of the GATT, whereas the same movie
electronically transmitted via the Internet would fall as a service under the rules of the
GATS. This could mean that, with respect to the carrier medium, the "negative list"
approach would apply but with respect to the service the less liberalizing "positive list"
approach would be used. Similar problems eventually occur with respect to search en-
gines and browsers, Internet portals, packaging, and additional services. The described
discrepancy could be overcome if the world community was committed to realizing a co-
herent international trade regime and taking advantage of the economic potential of e-
commerce.
b. Qualification of E-Trade as GATS: Mode 1 or Mode 2?
Trade in services is defined in the GATS as the supply of a service: (i) from the territory
of one Member into the territory of any other Member, crossing borders comparably to
the trade with goods (mode 1), or (ii) in the territory of one Member to the service con-
sumer of any other Member on a consumption-abroad basis in which the consumer
crosses borders and makes a specific commitment outside of his home country (mode 2).75
This classification is important because it implicates the degree of liberalization. 76 As out-
lined above, market access under the GATS' "positive list" approach depends on the com-
mitments a Member grants in its specifications list (Article XVI GATS).77 In general,
concessions under mode 2 are more liberal than under mode 178 because WTO Members
often accept the fact that they cannot prevent their citizens from consuming abroad. In
addition, consumptions made under mode 2 have much less impact on the economy of
Member States than on foreign services provided across borders in terms of mode 1.
73. See, e.g., UN ICT Task Force, supra note 63, at 110, 127.
74. See id. at 127.
75. General Agreement on Trade Services, art. 1(2) (a)( b) GATS (The question becomes whether the
Chinese consumer is travelling abroad to visit a U.S. website when downloading a film from a U.S. website
(mode 2), or if the U.S. website is providing films across borders (mode 1)).
76. It has also been suggested to use the classification for the determination which national legal system
shall be applicable to a cross-border service transaction. Nevertheless, this issue shall not be outlined here, as
the GATS has not been developed to answer questions on applicable law; see also WUNSCfi-VINce'Nr, stpra
note 63, at 68.
77. A WVFO Member can specify the level of market access commitment either by (i) listing all restrictions
which apply to a particular mode of delivery, (ii) listing a commitment of "none" (meaning that there are no
restrictions at all) or (iii) listing "unbound" (meaning that a country has reserved the right to place restric-
tions. See Judson 0. Berkey & Emad Tinawi, E-Services and the WTO: The Adequacy of the GATS Classi-
fication Framework, Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (Paris 1999), available at
http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/12/60/2092597.pdf.
78. Berkey & Tinawi, supra note 77, at 4; WurNSCH-VINCEN'T, supra note 63, at 67.
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Because electronically traded services are not visible, the classification under mode 1 or
mode 2 becomes even more difficult. Presently, there is no international consensus on the
subject of classification of e-trade under mode 1 or mode 2. Neither the Panel nor the
Appellate Body have formally examined this question and, therefore, have not offered a
solution for the classification problem. 79
Due to lack of time and the need to avoid any delay in negotiation progress leading to
the 1997 WATO Financial Services Agreement, the Committee on Trade in Financial Ser-
vices (CTFS) has not managed to clearly distinguish GATS mode 1 from mode 2.80 This
leaves individual Members in charge of the matter and provides little harmonization or
clarification."' Since the start of the Doha Development Agenda (DDA) and against the
background of the acknowledged potential of the Internet to expand services, trade Mem-
bers have generally emphasized a more liberal approach to cross-border service trade. 82
In light of a growing international consensus on the importance of the Internet and e-
trade and increased efforts by governments to improve access to information and commu-
nication infrastructures for all,8 3 including debates on the right to freedom of opinion and
expression,8 4 it makes sense to opt for a more liberalized solution when trying to classify
e-services in GATS mode 1 or mode 2. It follows that barriers hindering the flow of
information and complicating e-trade should generally be avoided.8 5 It can be argued that
a central aspect of electronically transmitted services consists in overcoming distances and
borders. Accordingly, a consumer in search of a service suiting his specific needs will visit
the websites of Internet services providers8 6
79. In the US-Gambling case the statements of the parries and the rulings of the Panel and the Appellate
Body only go so far as to imply that GATS mode I commitments are applicable to cross-border delivery of
electronic services; see Appellate Body Report, US-Gambling, U.S. Measures Affecting the Cross-border
Supply of Gambling and Betting Services, Panel Report WT/DS285/R (Nov. 10, 2004); Appellate Body
Report AB-2005-1, WT/DS285/AB/R (Apr. 7, 2005).
80. CTFS, Technical lssues Concerning Financial Services Schedules, S/FIN/W/9 a ul. 29, 1996); CTFS, Report
of Informal Consultations held on 27tb June 1997 on the Distinction Between MVodes I and 2 in Financial Services, S/
FIN/W/14 (May 17, 1999); see also CTFS, Report of the Cominmittee on Trade in Financial Services to the Council
for Trade in Services, SIFIN/2 (Oct. 23, 1996); see also CTFS, Report of the Committee on Trade in Financial
Services to the Council for Trade in Services, S/FIN/6 (Oct. 4, 2001) CTFS; see CTFS, Report of the Meeting held
on 13th July 2000, S/FIN/M/27 (Aug. 23, 2000); CTFS, Report of the Meeting held on 13tb April 2000, 9-17, S/
FIN/M/25 (May 8, 2000); CTFS, Report of the Meeting held on 9th May 2001, S/FLN/M/31 (Jun. 1, 2001); see
also WUNSCII-VINCENNi', supra note 63, at 65-66.
81. CTFS, Report of the Meeting Held on 13tb April 2000, 12, S/FIN/M/25 (May 8, 2000); see WUNSCH-
VINCErN, sitpra note 63, at 65-66.
82. CTFS, Report by the Chairman to the Trade Negotiations Committee, TN/S/23 (Nov. 28, 2005); see W"TO,
Hong Kong MVinisterial Declaration, Sixth Session, 25-27 and Annex C, WVT/MIN(05)/DEC (Dec. 22, 2005); see
also Wunsch-Vincent, eupra note 49, at 22.
83. See World Summit on the Information Society, Declaration of Principles, Building the Information
Society: A Global Challenge in the New Millennium, note 21-23, WSIS-O3/GEN EVA/DOC/4-E (Dec. 12,
2003) [hereinafter WSIS].
84. WSIS, supra note 83, at note 4.
85. See WSIS, supra note 33, at 14, 90.
86. See CTD, Submission by the United States, Work Programme on Electronic Conimerce, VT/COMTD/I 7,
(Feb.12, 1999), § 4 (discussing the arguments of the United States and Switzerland under the W 1TO Work
Programme on Electronic Commerce); GATS Council-Cominittee on Trade in Financial Services, Commu-
nication from Switzerland, E-banking in Switzerland, S/FINIW/26 (Apr. 30, 2003).
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Nevertheless, the blind classification of e-trade under GATS mode 2 is not deemed
politically feasible, s7 as market forces, alone, are not capable of providing and guarantee-
ing the full participation of developing countries in the global market for information and
communication (ICT)-enabled services. 88 Additionally, it has been stressed that the spe-
cific commitments under Article XVI of GATS are the result of negotiations. A straight-
forward classification under mode 2 runs the risk of implicitly changing the deals reached
among the countries and, therefore, of not promoting the interests of all participants on a
mutually advantageous basis and securing an overall balance of rights and obligations in
terms of Article XIX(l) of GATS. Furthermore, it is not clear that countries that previ-
ously made a commitment of "none" under mode 2 would have made this commitment
with respect to e-services today.8 9
Therefore, it seems more adequate to distinguish particular categories of e-commerce
when qualifying them as GATS mode 1 or mode 2 and, hence, to answer the classification
question differently.90 For example, the financial sector will need more regulations than a
website providing software download capabilities. Additionally, developments in interna-
tional private law and criminal law regarding similar issues should be monitored in order
to establish an appropriate legal solution.9 1
3. Work Programme on E-Commerce and Subsequent Negotiations
Because e-trade was unknown and not practically relevant at the time, it did not play a
role in negotiations during the Uruguay Round. Since then, the situation has changed
substantially, particularly with the Internet. E-business is an economic and social chal-
lenge for global business activities, and scholars point to the untapped potential of e-trade
for the wealth of the society.92 The interest in a liberal framework for e-trade could come
from both developed and developing countries with skilled professionals in IT matters.
The WTO has been aware of the importance of e-business for quite some time. In May
1998, WTO Members issued a declaration on e-commerce at the Geneva Ministerial
Conference 93 and, based on a background note of the WTO Secretariat,94 on September
25th, 1998, the General Council adopted a Work Programme on Electronic Commerce. 95
At the beginning, negotiations seemed to progress; however, over time, the enthusiasm
disappeared due to the crash of the Internet hype and general problems in WTO
negotiations.
In preparing the Seattle Ministerial Conference, the WTO Secretariat submitted sev-
eral working papers. However, in formulating recommendations, the General Council
could not agree on three issues: (i) the classification of e-products as goods or services, (ii)
the extension of the moratorium on imposing customs duties on electronic transmissions,
87. WUNSCHI-VINCENr, supra note 63, at 69.
88. WSIS, supra note 33, at 18.
89. Berkey & Tinawi, supra note 77, at 5-7.
90. See CTFS, Report of the Meeting held on 7 Febrlay 2006, 7, S/FIN/M/51 (Nov. 1, 2006).
91. See WUNSCII-VINCEN'-r, supra note 63, at 69-70 (addressing further possible solutions).
92. See, e.g., Hauser & Wunsch-Vincent, supra note 48, at 2-3.
93. World Trade Organization, Ministerial Declaration on Global Electronic Commerce, WT/
MIN(98)DEC/2 (May 25, 1998).
94. General Council, 14'TO Agreements and Electronic Commerce, WT/GC/W/90 (Jul. 14, 1998).
95. General Council, Work Progranmie on Electronic Commerce, VITJ'/L/274 (Sept. 30, 1998).
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and (iii) the bodies charged with the continuation of the negotiations. 96 Nevertheless, in
July 2000, the General Council agreed to reinvigorate the WTO's work on e-commerce
and to ask the GATT, GATS and TRIPS Councils as well as the Committee on Trade and
Development (CTD) to resume their work, identify cross-cutting sectoral issues, and to
report back to the General Council. 97 From 2001 to 2003, the General Council main-
tained the Work Programme on E-Commerce as a standing item on its agenda. Five
dedicated discussions were identified on cross-sectoral e-commerce issues, specifically
classification of content of certain electronic transmissions, development related issues,
fiscal implications, competition, and others,98 but no actual progress was achieved.
The Doha Development Agenda of November 2001, established with the objective of
improving the economic position of developing countries, did not address e-commerce as
a specific negotiation topic, but some parts of the Doha mandate, for example IT goods
and electronically traded services, also relate to e-commerce. 99 The Cancun Ministerial
Conference failed to make any substantive decision on e-commerce issues. Nonetheless,
some negotiations continued and a general consensus seems to exist that e-commerce falls
within the scope of existing WTO Agreements. 1 00 Furthermore, e-commerce remains a
standing item on the agenda of the CTD. At its meetings, delegates of WTO Members
and of international organizations have the opportunity to share their experiences regard-
ing e-commerce. Specially representatives of East Asian countries are quite active in this
body.
E-commerce played a more substantial role in the context of the ongoing negotiations
on services, particularly electronically traded services. Currently, a business service can
hardly be delivered across the country without electronic means. For example, value-
added telecommunications or computer services usually include e-commerce elements.0
Therefore, it is not surprising that issues from the WTO Work Programme on E-Com-
merce have been addressed in services negotiations.102 In particular, questions were raised
relating to the applicability of specific commitments to electronically delivered services
and to the classification of electronically delivered services as mode 1 (cross border supply)
or mode 2 (consumption abroad). 103 The United States questioned whether a mode 2
classification would be preferable given that there are more mode 2 specific commitments
with fewer limitations than mode 1.104 Switzerland, a country interested in liberal cross-
96. For an overview, see UN ICT Task Force, supra note 63, at 6-7.
97. General Council, Minutes of Meetings, held on 17 and 19 July 2000, WT/GC/M/57 (Sept. 14, 2000).
The continuing discussion process was guided by General Council Chairman, Ambassador Stuart Harbinson
of Hong Kong.
98. See UN ICT Task Force, supra note 63, at 10.
99. For further details, see UN ICT Task Force, supra note 63, at 17-19.
100. See UN ICT Task Force, supra note 56, at 16 (see table for work programme accomplishments). In light
of the stalled developments within the WTO, the U.S. concluded a free trade agreement with Jordan in 2001,
which was the first agreement to incorporate explicit provisions on e-commerce. See Malkawi, stpra note 63,
at 170.
101. See WIeber, supra note 3, at 205.
102. For an overview, see UN ICT Task Force, supra note 63, at 75.
103. See id. at 77; see also WUNSCH-VINCENIr, supra note 63, at 67 (providing an overview).
104. Submission by the United States, Work Programme on Electronic Commerce, WT/COMTD/17 (Feb. 12,
1999).
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border financial services, also supported this line of reasoning. 0 S Finally, only unsatisfac-
tory solutions to the problem have been offered, including proposals to create a new
GATS Mode 5 to deal specifically with electronically delivered services. However, this
would probably not bring more clarity to the distinction between the different modes.106
Importantly, the GATS Council acknowledges that "likeness" as a condition for the
applicability of the MFN obligation and the national treatment commitment "would not
depend on whether a service was delivered electronically or otherwise." 107 Nevertheless,
in view of the complexities caused by a desirable new e-commerce initiative, 10 8 it seems
unlikely that a comprehensive approach will be realized in short time. 10 9
4. Possible Future Regime for E- Trade
An adequate future regulatory regime for e-trade could obviously be negotiated be-
tween the WTO Members as a stand-alone legal framework, tailored to the needs of
electronic transactions. However, at the present stage of the political situation, it seems
unlikely that such an approach would be successful. Negotiation progress is slow, if it
progresses at all, even though VVTO Members agreed in Article XIX of GATS to con-
tinue their negotiation efforts by observing the stated conditions and timetables for
achieving progressively higher liberalization in services trade. Therefore, from a realistic
angle, new rules would have to be based on the present legal framework.
The regulatory regime for e-trade is mainly confronted with the classification problem.
Neither the Harmonized System applied under the GAIT nor the Services Sectoral Clas-
sification List (or the UN Central Product Classification) applied under the GATS offers
any appropriate solution for electronic transactions. Moreover, it is unfortunate that the
treatment of e-products can depend on whether the relevant contents are saved on a car-
rier medium that does not have a material function. 10 Assuming that it is undesirable to
classify electronic transactions as goods trade or services trade based on the carrier me-
dium, the first important question is whether the application of the GAFF or the GATS
should prevail.
Because the objective is to liberalize e-trade, application of the GATT seems to be
preferable. As mentioned, the GATF is based on the "negative list" approach, which (i)
forces W 70 Members to exclude certain goods from the scope of the MFN and national
treatment obligation and (ii) automatically covers new goods developed in daily life.l11
From a substantive point of view, however, application of the GATT does not seem to be
appropriate. Traditionally, the regulations concerning goods have physical attributes in
mind that e-products either lack entirely or that they only have as a secondary effect, such
as the carrier medium for a movie. This means that a full reliance on such a regulatory
regime does not properly correspond to the actual nature of the e-trade. Furthermore,
105. CTFS, Communication from Switzerland, E-banking in Switzerland, SIFINJUW/26 (Apr. 30, 2003); CTFS,
Communication from Switzerland, GATS 2000: Financial Services, S/CSS/W/71 (May 4, 2001).
106. See Berkey & Tinawi, supra note 78, at 9-10; see also WUNSC11-VINc,-r, supra note 63, at 69-70.
107. Work Programme on Electronic Commerce: Progress Report to the General Council, 8, S/L/74 (Jul.
27, 1999) (adopted on Jul. 19, 1999).
108. See the initiative, proposed by Hauser & Wunsch-Vimcent, snpra note 48, at 25.
109. See WUNSCH-VINCELN, supra note 63, at 167 (detailing realized).
110. See supra part lfI.2.b.
111. See supra part 1.2.a.
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previous attempts to include negotiations about IT products, which are at least partly
comparable to e-products, in the Non-Agricultural Market Access Negotiations (NAMA)
have not been very promising; not only the negotiations on customs duties but, in particu-
lar, the negotiations on non-tariff barriers did not progress."12
The other possible track, namely the qualification of e-trade as a special category of
services, seems to have a better chance of success. However, predictions do not indicate
that the negotiations on services have always been satisfactorily conducted. Even though
in a 2003 report to the Trade Negotiation Committee the Chairman of the GATS Council
expressed the opinion that the services components of the Doha Round negotiations
would be in a more advanced stage than other issues' 13 and the GATS Council was still
involved in the ongoing work of the "unfinished business" from the Uruguay Round (the
so-called "built-in" agenda),1n 4 negotiations proceeded at a slow speed. 115 However, it
should not be overlooked that the negotiations on certain types of services similar to e-
trade made some remarkable progress:
a. Telecommunications Services
Since the implementation of the Marrakesh Agreement, value-added telecommunica-
tions services have been liberalized significantly. Even if the Service Sectoral Classifica-
tion List does not expressly mention basic telecommunications services, the negotiating
parties wanted to have these types of services specifically addressed. A negotiating group
on basic telecommunications, appointed in 1994, worked out a Reference Paper on Basic
Telecommunications, listing numerous liberalizing commitments of VVTO Members." 6
The Reference Paper is an interesting legal instrument insofar as it contains legally en-
forceable multilateral trade rules that establish standards to safeguard competition."17
Therefore, this document could also be used as a "model" for e-trade.
b. Computer and Related Services
The negotiations in the Uruguay Round led to a number of commitments made by
VV/TO Members concerning computer and related services. However, for the last ten
years the improvement of these commitments was a standing topic in several negotiating
groups due to the fact that new types of services emerged. A certain similarity with e-
trade can be seen in the classification problems for products such as software." '8 Special
attention was given to the business process outsourcing (BPO) services. In particular,
India submitted proposals enabling other VVTO Members to grant specific commitments
directed at BPO services. So far, a final commitment schedule has not been agreed
upon."19
112. For further details, see Weber, supra note 3, at 197; see also UN ICT Task Force supra note 63, at 44.
113. See Council for Trade in Services [CTSI, Special Session, Report by the Chairman to the Trade Negotiations
Committee, TN/S/10 (Jul. 11, 2003).
114. See CTS, Report of the Council for Trade in Services to the General Council, S/C/19 (Dec. 15, 2003); see also
UN ICT Task Force, spra note 63, at 61-62.
115. See eVber, supra note 3, at 200.
116. See id. at 205.
117. See id.
118. See id. at 208.
119. See id. at 206.
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c. Audiovisual and Entertainment Services
In the course of the Uruguay Round, negotiations regarding the inclusion of audiovi-
sual and entertainment services in the GATS regime was a hotly debated topic. Finally,
the French speaking countries' proposal to keep an "exception culturelle" succeeded, and
these services have been put on the agenda of forthcoming negotiations. 120 The United
States did not emphasize this issue particularly; therefore, for the time being, it is in a
holding period. Nevertheless, with the increasing economic importance of cultural ex-
pressions, these types of services will certainly become a negotiation topic again.' 2'
In a nutshell, negotiations regarding the WTO Work Programme on E-Commerce
seem to have come to a standstill even though some ongoing discussions continue under
the auspices of the CTD. This fact does not correspond to business reality. Instead of
trying to revitalize the discussions on the basis of the old documents, it would be prefera-
ble to start a new initiative by establishing a negotiating group similar to that of basic
telecommunications. E-trade, in all its particularities, should be understood as a special
class of services. Not only developed, but also developing countries, with a strong IT
sector might be interested in participating in e-trade. Their participation could facilitate
reaching an understanding on certain reciprocal commitments. These commitments
could be collected in a specific reference paper listing them and also addressing competi-
tion issues.' 22
C. ORGAINISATION FOR EcONOMIC CO-OPERAION AND DEVELOPMENT
The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) holds thirty
member countries that share the commitment to democratic government and the market
economy. By networking with some seventy other countries, non-governmental organiza-
tions (NGOs) and civil society, it has a global reach today. Since the OECD took over
from the Organisation for European Economic Co-operation (OEEC) in 1961, it has
strived to build strong economies in its member countries, improve efficiency, expand free
trade, and contribute to development in industrialised, as well as developing countries.
The OECD supports international trade policy by providing analysis and statistical infor-
mation on an array of trade issues. 123 It is also well known for its country surveys and
reviews, as well as its internationally-agreed instruments, decisions, and recommendations
to promote rules where multilateral agreement seems necessary. In the field of e-trade
and e-commerce, the OECD has contributed by various means, holding that e-commerce
is a central element in its vision of the tremendous potential that our networked world
120. See WUNSCH-VINCENT, supra note 63, at 92; CHIsroPH B. GRABER, FREE TRADE VERSUS CUL-
TURAL DIVERSITY: WTO NEGOTIATIONS IN HIIR FIELD OF AUDIOVISUAL SERVICES, 15-20 (Christoph
Graber et al. eds., 2004); Serge Regourd, Fondements et vertus de L'Erception culturelle, MEDIALEX 79-80
(2003).
121. See also CTS, Conmunication from the United States, Audiovisual and Related Services, S/CSS/W/21 (Dec.
18, 2000); CTS, Joint Statement on the Negotiations on Audiovisual Services from Hong Kong China, Japan, Mexico,
The Separate Customs Territory of Taiwan, Penghu, Kinmen and Matso, and United States, TN/S/VW/49 (Jun. 30,
2005); CTS, Communication from Brazil, Audiovisual Services, S/CSS/W/99 (Jul. 9, 2001); CTS, Communication
front Switzerland, GATS 2000: Audiovisual Services, S/CSS/W/74 (May 4, 2001).
122. See also Weber, supra note 3, at 224.
123. See, e.g., OECD, Information Technology Outlook 2006, available at http://www.oecd.org/sti/ito.
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now holds, potential for economic growth and more jobs, for the expansion of world trade
and improved social conditions.i
24
In 1997, a group of high-level private-sector experts on e-commerce prepared a report
on the framework conditions necessary for the development of global e-commerce and the
action required by governments on a national and international level entitled "Electronic
Commerce: Opportunities and Challenges for Government." Additionally, the OECD
has been particularly active by addressing specific aspects relating to e-commerce.i 25
Action plans have been developed, such as the OECD Action Plan for Electronic Com-
merce endorsed by Ministers in Ottawa in 1998. The 1998 Ottawa Taxation Framework
Conditions setting forth taxation principles that apply to e-commerce and outlined agreed
conditions derived from the same negotiation-round. Currently, tax policies relating to e-
commerce, such as the aim towards achieving an international consensus on their tax-
treatment, have been a central theme.126
In order to get the regulatory infrastructure right for trust, security, privacy, and con-
sumer protection, the OECD created the "OECD Guidelines for Consumer Protection in
the Context of Electronic Commerce" in 1999. This was followed by work on the imple-
mentation of a number of independent elements of these guidelines, such as alternative
dispute resolution mechanisms for cross-border business-to-consumer disputes, as well as
an "Inventory of Consumer Protection Laws, Policies and Practices in OECD Member
countries." In 2002, the OECD released "Guidelines for Protecting Consumers from
Fraudulent and Deceptive Commercial Practices Across Borders."
The report "Economic and Social Impact of E-Commerce" was published in 1999 as a
background document for the OECD Ministerial Conference on "A Borderless World:
Realising the Potential of Global Electronic E-Commerce". Subsequently, high-level
OECD conferences have been organised, including the global forum "Exploiting the Dig-
ital Opportunities for Poverty Reduction" in March 2001 and "OECD Dubai 2001
Emerging Market Economy Forum on Electronic Commerce," where the access and use
of information and knowledge were acknowledged as fundamental for economic growth
and social development. In September 2006, an OECD regional forum took place in
Yaound6, Cameroon, on "Maximising the Developmental Benefits of Trade Facilitation,"
which offered a chance to negotiate issues on trade facilitation that remained unresolved
because the WTO Doha Round negotiations were suspended.
IV. Transaction-Related (Private Law) Framework
A. UNCITRAL MODEL LAW ON ELECTRONIC COMMERCE
Already, at an early stage of the Internet use for commercial transactions, the United
Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) began preparations for a
model law dealing with questions relating to the conclusion and implementation of elec-
124. OECD, Policy Brief on Electronic Commerce, July 2001, available at http://'wv.oecd.org.
125. In the following, an overview of different aspects shall be given.
126. Cf OECD, Are the Current Treaty Rules for Taxing Business Profits Appropriate for E-Commerce?,
available at http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/2/38/20655083.pdf.
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tronic contracts. In 1996, the UNICITRAL Model Law on Electronic Commerce was
adopted.127
This Model Law applies to any kind of information in the form of a data message used
in the context of commercial activities, but the term "commercial" is given a very wide
interpretation. It is based on the function fulfilled by traditional form requirements of
written documents and attempts to set similar guidelines for electronic dematerialized
documents. 2s The Model Law does not cover all subject areas affected by the electronic
data interchange (EDI)129 but concentrates on several important issues, such as writing
requirements, digital signatures, originality, accountability, the legal recognition of data
messages, and the questions relating to the retention of data messages.
The UNCITRAL Model Law attempts to internationally harmonize legal provisions by
giving the national legislators basic guidelines as to how their national legal framework
could be drafted in order to facilitate the use of electronic commerce between states. This
approach has the advantage of not tying the hands of national legislators; however, it is
confronted with the disadvantage that a country still has full discretion to deviate from the
desired model. 130 Particular provisions of the UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic
Commerce have been adopted in several countries; furthermore, the Model Law and the
principles on which it is based have influenced legislation in different parts of the world. 13
For the sake of completeness, the United Nations/Electronic Data Interchange for Ad-
ministration, Commerce, and Transport (UN/EDIFACT) should also be mentioned, as it
is the international EDI standard developed under the auspices of the United Nations. It
supports the improvement of the ability of business, trade, and administrative organiza-
tions to exchange products and services effectively and focuses on the facilitation of na-
tional and international transactions. 132
B. UNITED NATIONS CON VENION ON INTERNATIONAL E-CoNTRAc-rs
1. Overview
After a few years of negotiations within a working group of experts under the auspices
of the UNCITRAL, the final draft for a new multilateral treaty on e-contracts was ready.
On November 23, 2005, the United Nations General Assembly adopted the Convention
127. UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Commerce with Guide to Enactment 1996, available at http://
-ww.uncitral.org/pdf/english/texts/electcom/05-89450_Ebook.pdf [hereinafter Introduction to the Model
Law].
128. Introduction to the Model Law, supra note 127, at 16-18; Jose A. Estrella Faria, Legal Certainty for
Electronic Transactions: The Role of the UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Commerce, in LEGAL ASPECrS oF AN
E-COMMERCE TRANSACTION, INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE IN THFE HAGUE, 26 AND 27 OCtOBER 2006
159, 163-164 (Andrea Schulz ed., 2006); Gerold Herrmann, Establishing a Legal Framework for Electronic Com-
merce: The Work of the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL), 11 WORLD TRADE
AND ARBITRArION MATERIALS 45, 47 (Nov. 1999).
129. Introduction to the Model Law, supra note 127, at 13; MASON, supra note 43, at 4.5-4.15.
130. Introduction to the Model Law, supra note 127, at 13-14: Estrella Faria, supra note 128, at 160-63.
131. UNCITRAL, Status: Model Law on Electronic Commerce, http://www.uncitral.org/uncitral/en/unci-
tral-texts/electroniccommerce/1996Model-status.html (last visited May 20, 2007).
132. See United Nations Economic Commission for Europe [UNECE], United Nations Directories for Elec-
tronic Data Interchange for Administration Commerce and Transport, http://www.unece.org/trade/untdid/wel-
come.htm (last visited May 20, 2007).
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on the Use of Electronic Communications in International Contracts. 133 Several coun-
tries, including China and Singapore, have signed the Convention; however, it is not yet
in force because the condition requiring at least three members to ratify the Convention
has not been fulfilled.
The Convention is quite short, consisting of a preamble and twenty-five articles divided
into four chapters. These chapters cover the scope of application, the general provisions,
including definitions of the terms, the use of electronic communications as a main part,
and the final provisions. According to the preamble, legal uncertainty regarding the value
of the use of electronic communications in international contracts should be avoided, and
uniform rules should help to remove legal obstacles caused by the use of electronic means.
The Convention aims at offering practical solutions for issues related to the execution of
electronic commerce. Similar to other modern international treaties, the Convention ap-
plies to business-to-business (B2B) transactions, not to private transactions.
One very important rule is contained in Article 20 of the Convention. According to this
provision, electronic contracts are given full recognition even if an older convention ap-
plies that was implemented prior to the Internet age, such as the 1980 Vienna Convention
on the International Sale of Goods and the 1958 New York Convention on International
Arbitration. Consequently, older conventions will have full effect in a dispute involving
electronic communications. In other words, the term "writing" in older conventions ex-
tends to electronic writing.' 34 The advantage of this concept is that the chosen technique
of Article 20 was able to avoid a renegotiation of established legal provisions. However, it
must be admitted that numerous unwritten Internet customs are now not available as clear
rules even though they would make certain legal consequences of electronic business ac-
tivities more foreseeable for the contract parties. 1 5 Another disadvantage is that Member
States enjoy several possibilities to change the scope of the Convention, which contradicts
the harmonization objective. 136
2. Scope of Application
As usual for an international treaty, the Convention applies if a B2B contract is con-
cluded between two parties located in two different Member States. In contrast to the
narrow wording of the 1980 UN Sales Convention, the new 2005 Convention also applies
to an electronic contract of parties located in any two states even if only one of these states
is a Member State. 137
133. United Nations Convention on the Use of Electronic Communications in International Contracts,
(Nov. 23 2005), http://www.uncitral.org/pdf/english/texts/electcom/06-57452_Ebook.pdf [hereinafter Con-
vention]. See also Wolfgang Kilian, The UN-Convention on the Use of E-Conmunications in International Con-
tracts, 4 Comp. L. Rrv. INr'L 101 (2007).
134. See also Paul P. Polanski, International electronic contracting in the newest UN Convention, in BUSINFSS,
LAW & TECIINOLOGY: PRESFN-I- AN) EmiRGING TRENDS 351-52 (Sylvia Mercado Kierkegaard ed., Co-
penhagen 2006).
135. See infra IV.2.d, ii).
136. See Chris Conolly & Prashanti Ravindra, First UN Convention on eCommerce Finalised, 22 Comi,. L. &
SCURIY REI'. 32, 38 (2006).
137. But, ratifying Member States may make a respective reservation that both concerned States should have
become a Member (Art. 19); see Polanski, supra note 134, at 353 (detailing further to the provisions of Art.
19); Kah W. Chong & S.J. Chao, United Nations Convention on the Use of Electronic Commnications in Interna-
tional Contracts - A New Glohal Standard, 18 SINGAPORE ACAD. LJ. 116 (2006).
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The Convention attempts to address electronic contracting, but it relates more gener-
ally to "electronic communications". This term is to be understood in a very broad way,
including any electronic statement and older technologies, such as EDI and telefax.'3s
Equally, the term "contract" has a wide meaning extending to any kind of agreement, for
example, an arbitration agreement. Pre-contractual and post-contractual communications
are also within the scope of application of the Convention. 139
The Convention only applies to B2B transactions. Contracts concluded with a private
consumer in the form of B2C, C2B, and C2C are excluded from the scope of its applica-
tion since UNCITRAL experts assumed that private persons would not regularly check
the electronic mail and not be accustomed to e-business. 140 This rationale, however,
seems to oversimplify the understanding of the average consumer.' 4' Otherwise, the pro-
fessional e-business is to be understood in a very broad sense; the Convention only ex-
cludes electronic financial services, including stock exchange services, 142 and international
transferable documents such as bills of exchange. 143
A special problem concerns the notion of "place of business." In light of the wording of
Article 4(h) of the Convention ("any place where a party maintains a non-transitory estab-
lishment to pursue an economic activity"), it becomes clear that the place of business
relates to a physical address, not a virtual one. In other words, the Convention relies on
the information given by the concerned party or drawn from the communicated circum-
stances, not on the location of the technical equipment or the place of accession to the
information. The domain name and the electronic mail address connected to a specific
country are also irrelevant.' 44 In case of doubt, the judge has to establish the closest
relationship of a party to the relevant electronic contract. Consequently, the Convention
is mainly concerned with click-and-mortar companies pursuing both traditional and on-
line businesses and with online companies indicating a business place (e.g. Amazon).
However, the Convention cannot apply to purely virtual companies that only exist on the
Internet and do not have a physical establishment. 45
3. Selected Legal Aspects of the Convention
The Convention deals with the most important questions arising in connection with
electronic contracting:
138. See Convention, snpra note 133, art. 4(c).
139. See also Polanski, supra note 134, at 353.
140. UNCITRAL, Legal Aspects of Electronic Commerce: Explanatory note on the Convention on the Use of Elec-
tronic Communications in International Contracts, 29, A/CN.9/6081 (Mar. 22, 2006).
141. See also Polanski, supra note 134, at 355.
142. For example, direct online investment on a regulated stock exchange is not covered by the Convention,
but it applies to trading activities between an investor and his broker on a non-regulated stock market.
143. International transferable documents are pardy subject to other international treaties or rules of profes-
sional organizations, such as Comit6 Maritime International, Rules for Electronic Document Interchange
(EDI), Appendix A, CMI Rules for Electronic Bills of Lading, and International Chamber of Commerce,
Electronic Uniform Customs and Practices for Documentary Credits, Supplement to UCP 500, eUCP; see
also Emmanuel T. Laryea, Payment for Paperless Trade: Are There Viable Alternatives to the Documentary Credit?,
LAV AND POLICY IN Lv-'1ERNATIONAL BUSINEss 3 (Fall 2001).
144. See also Polanski, supra note 117, at 354.
145. See UNCITRAL, Legal Aspects of Electronic Commerce: Explanatory Note on the Convention on the Use of
Electronic Communications in International Contracts, 75, A/CN.9/608/Add I (Mar. 22, 2006).
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a. Interpretation of the Convention
Article 5 of the Convention contains a general interpretation rule. In accordance with
the objectives as outlined in the preamble, gaps and discrepancies are to be handled with
the aim of promoting uniformity, observing the good faith principle in international trade,
and supporting the international character of its provisions.' 46 These principles underline
the autonomous character of the Convention, despite the fact that the negotiating UNCI-
TRAL experts failed to expressly recognize the binding character of the commonly ac-
knowledged trade usages.147
b. Legal Recognition of Electronic Contracting
Importantly, Article 8, paragraph 1 of the Convention states that "a contract shall not
be denied validity or enforceability on the sole ground that it is in the form of an elec-
tronic communication." 48 Additionally, a contract formed by a computer system or by
interaction of automated message systems is expressly recognized.149 Therefore, an elec-
tronic contract entered into via interactive websites or EDI is valid and enforceable, just
like a paper-based contract. A reservation only applies if specific form requirements are to
be observed according to national laws; rather complicated guidelines for functional
equivalence are given in Article 9 of the Convention. 5 0
Since electronic means replace the traditional written form, it must be verified that the
communication can always be reproduced and read like a written document.' 5' In princi-
ple, a signature is not required to fulfil the prerequisites of the term "writing;" however, if
the national law provides for the necessity of a signature to make an instrument valid and
binding, a reliable method must be used. The wording of Article 9, paragraph 3 deviates
slightly from the rules contained in the UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Signa-
tures 152 because it mainly refers to the intention and not to the approval of the content. 53
But, because the provision is drafted in a very general and technology neutral way, a limi-
tation of types on the electronic signatures does not apply; all forms which are considered
as state of the art qualify as reliable.i54
The often discussed question of whether an electronic document is an "original" has a
certain importance in practice, however, it should not be overestimated. Since negotiable
instruments are not covered by the Convention, the originality issue is limited to insur-
ance, quality, and weight certificates. Legal scholars link the concept of originality to a
method of authentication by arguing that an original must meet the integrity criterion,
which is fulfilled if the electronic document remains complete and unaltered. 55 Whether
146. Convention, supra note 133, art. 5.
147. See also Polanski, supra note 134, 360.
148. Convention, supra note 133, art. 8, 1.
149. Convention, suipra note 133, art. 12.
150. Convention, snpra note 133, art. 9.
151. Consequently, an e-business enterprise must implement the respective technical equipments, which
secures the capability to reproduce an electronic communication.
152. See supra 11.2.c.
153. See UNCITRAL, Report of the United Nations Cornmission on International Trade Law on the Work of Its
Thirty-Eighth Session, 61, A/60/17 (Jul. 4-15, 2005).
154. See also Polanski, spra note 134, at 356.
155. Polanski, supra note 134, at 357 (does not question this problem in detail).
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this interpretation will survive in a case of dispute seems to be uncertain as long as court
precedents are not available.
c. Electronic Offer
A highly debated topic in e-commerce is the question of whether a business offer on a
website is considered a binding offer or a non-binding invitation to conclude a contract.
Meanwhile, the majority of the legal doctrine tends to indicate that a business offer consti-
tutes a non-binding contract invitation to potential customers,S6 if the e-product cannot
directly be consumed under the given specific circumstances; 157 this approach has also
been chosen by the EC-Directive on Electronic Commerce of June 2000.15
The Convention follows this concept by stating in Article 11 that a proposal to con-
clude a contract not addressed to one or more specific parties, but to all Internet partici-
pants making use of information systems, is to be considered as an invitation to make
offers, unless an intention to the contrary is clearly indicated. 59 Static websites are obvi-
ously not addressed to specific persons; however, the structure of an interactive online
website, specifically one that requires prior registration, might be more questionable.
Still, legal scholars tend to be of the opinion that a specific address to individualized per-
sons should only be assumed if the circumstances clearly indicate 160 that the e-shop owner
(offeror) wants to place a binding offer.161 Notwithstanding the imprecise wording of
Article 11,162 the rule of thumb is that websites should be considered as invitations to
potential customers to place an offer to be accepted by the supplier of the e-product. 16 3
d. Time and Place of Contract Formation
The Convention does not contain specific rules regarding time and place of contract
formation. The respective determination is to be made on the basis of private interna-
tional law provisions of the forum state. Nonetheless, certain indications can be drawn
from the rules of the Convention related to the time and place of dispatch and receipt of
electronic communications. In principle, the place of business is relevant to establish the
place of dispatch or receipt of information. 164 The relevant timing aspects are defined as
the time when a message leaves the computer system of the originator and the time when
the addressee is in a position to retrieve the information at the designated electronic ad-
156. See RoLU. H. WEBER, E-COMMERCE UND RFCIIr 313-18 (Zurich 2001) (providing an overview with
further references related to civil law countries); ROWVLAND & MACDONALD, INFORiAIiON TFCiINOLOGY
LAW 295 (Cavendish Publ'g, 2d ed. 2000) (further referencing court practice in common law countries).
157. E-products which can be directly downloaded (e.g. software) or directly consumed (e.g. online journal)
are available on a website as a legal offer.
158. ABI 2000 L 178/1 (Jul. 17, 2000), art. 11.
159. Convention, supra note 133, at art. 11.
160. The website does not contain guidelines to the contrary, outlining how the ordering process has to be
understood.
161. See Polanski, su/pra note 134, at 358.
162. Furthermore, art. 11 of the Convention uses the confusing term "interactive applications for the place-
ment of orders" instead of the term "automated messages systems."
163. See Polanski, supra note 134, at 358 (noting that the limitation requiring prior registration is not con-
vincing since registration as such does not necessarily mean that the supplier intends to address specific
potential customers); see also Kilian, supra note 133, at 103-104.
164. Convention, supra note 133, art. 10(3).
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dress.' 65 Difficult questions relating to the evidence of receipt can arise if complicated
firewalls are used or if only one information system is recording the message.1
6 6
e. Electronic Error
Article 14 of the Convention deals with the legal problems arising from the occurrence
of an electronic error in a rather detailed way.' 67 The scope of the convention is limited
to transactions concluded on interactive websites, meaning that passive websites are not
covered by this provision.' 68 Furthermore, the error must have been committed by an
individual. Errors based on pre-programmed devices are not subject to the described
manner of correction. Finally, only buyers and active persons can benefit from the rules
of Article 14; sellers and commercial professionals who are not pre-programmed are not
governed by Article 14.169
An eventual error must be promptly brought to the attention of the counterparty. In
addition, the right of withdrawal cannot be exercised if the concerned party has already
benefited from the transaction (e.g. downloading of software). A time delay for the exer-
cise of the right of withdrawal, however, is not foreseen in the Convention. Therefore,
legal uncertainties could make a reference to Article14 of the Convention cumbersome in
certain cases. Furthermore, two gaps are noteworthy: (1) the Convention fails to oblige
the supplier of e-products to implement methods of error identification and correction,
despite the fact that a number of trade usages exist in this field, 17° and (2) the legal effect
or non-effect of an illegible electronic communication as a practical, important topic is not
addressed by the Convention. This means that in case of a dispute, the applicable national
law would have to determine the issue.'
7 1
4. Assessment of the Convention
The new UN Convention on international e-contracts is undoubtedly one of the most
important legal instruments dealing with e-business matters. Summarizing its contents,
the Convention brings many advantages, but it also includes some disadvantages.
a. Advantages
A positive aspect of the Convention is its broad scope of application since it covers e-
goods as well as e-services and information. In light of the fact that from a business point
of view, the economic importance of services will certainly increase, it is important that
the Convention has enlarged its application scope over the traditional understanding of
comparable international treaties.
The Convention improves the predictability and certainty of legal consequences of bus-
iness activities. For example, the Convention states rules relating to the recognition of the
165. Id. art. 10(1-2).
166. This is often the case in web-based commerce; see also Polanski, sitpra note 134, at 359; Kilian, .opra
note 133, at 104.
167. Reasons for electronic mistakes include the information exchange between pre-programmed devices,
the rapid execution, and the long-distance character of the delivery.
168. Convention, stpra note 133, art. 14.
169. See also Polanski, svrpra note 134, at 359.
170. Id. at 360.
171. See also Explanatory Note, supra note 145, at 48.
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legal value of electronic communications and online contracts, thereby acknowledging the
validity of Internet transactions. Insofar, the Convention removes barriers to e-trade. In
particular, the presumption as to the non-binding character of web-based commercial of-
fers corresponds to business needs. Furthermore, the Convention is convincingly based
on the principles of technological neutrality, functional equivalency, and irrelevancy of the
location of information systems.' 72
b. Disadvantages
Some shortcomings of the Convention, however, cannot be overlooked. The provi-
sions are often quite vaguely worded and drafted in a rather complicated, confusing man-
ner. For example, Article 9 on the form requirements and, as mentioned, the provision of
Article 11 on the offers addressed to not clearly specified persons are vague.173 Further-
more, it is sometimes argued that the Convention is not a very innovative instrument due
to the fact that many provisions can be found in earlier documents. 174 Taken as a whole,
however, the progress is nonetheless noteworthy.
A major drawback of the Convention concerns the fact that electronic trade usages,
which have emerged in e-business, lack proper recognition, particularly in the field of
online security and online contracting.I75 These usages play an important role and should
not be underestimated; the acceptance of their functions could also have helped to waive
or at least to streamline the provisions on information requirements 176 and the availability
of contract terms. 177 A reason for this underestimation of e-trade usage could be seen in
the failure of the UNCITRAL experts to publicly consult with experienced representa-
tives of the Internet community.i79
C. DEVELOPMENT OF NEW E-BusmNEss CONTRAcTs
The increasing importance of e-business also leads to the development of new business
models and, consequently, to new types of contracts. Often these specific inventions do
not concern the delivery of an e-good or an e-service as such but, particularly with respect
to e-goods, preliminary stages of the product delivery. This appreciation is obvious, as the
actual delivery, even of an e-good, needs a physical transfer However, the early establish-
ment of a contact with a potential customer can take advantage of electronic means.
Without going into details, the following new e-business contracts are noteworthy:
172. See also Polanski, supra note 134, at 361.
173. Convention, supra note 133, art. 11.
174. See Polanski, supra note 134, at 361.
175. See also id. at 362; Kilian, supra note 133, at 106.
176. Convention, supra note 133, art. 7.
177. Id. art. 13.
178. See also Polanski, supra note 134, at 362.
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1. Affiliate Programmes
The owner of a website allows a supplier of goods or services to place a banner or other
link on its website referring to the commercial offers of the supplier; 179 detailed informa-
tion about the products is usually only available if the link is activated.
2. Shopping Portals
The owner of a website can offer electronic space to suppliers of goods and services that
are interested in placing some key information about their business on the website.180
The information should be an invitation for potential customers to start a business by
activating a link.
3. Shopping Bots
A service provider can offer a guide to possible suppliers of goods and services to poten-
tial customers, similar to a professional searching machine provider;' 8' therefore, shop-
ping bots have a navigating function.
4. Online Auctions
The most successful e-business during the last few years has been the online auction,
which can attract much more interested bidders than physical auctions, and is rather cost-
efficient by making goods available for sale at a relatively low price. 1 2 These new types of
e-business contracts require the establishment of new contractual rules because provisions
in codified laws and precedents in court practice are usually missing.
As far as electronically traded services are concerned, new types of contracts developed.
The outsourcing business service is an example of a new practical service provided; this
type of service has achieved a material economic turnover within the last few years, not
only to the benefit of the developed, but also to the benefit of some developing countries,
as the example of India shows. 8 3 Furthermore, many new value added telecommunica-
tions services have emerged.
179. See WEBER, supra note 156, at 366-68; Florian S. J6rg, Vertragsscbluss im Internet und neue Gescizfi-
smodelle: Ausgewdhlte Rechtsfragen, in INTERNET-REci-rr UND ELECTRONIC COMMERCE LAw 35 (Oliver
Arter & Florian S. J6rg eds., 2001); Daniel Winteler, Obersicht Verrige, in REcrrS-HANDBUCH ZUM E-
COMMERCE 429 (Hans-Werner Moritz & Thomas Dreier eds., 2d ed. 2005).
180. See WEBER, supra note 156, at 368-69; J6rg, supra note 179, at 44.
181. See WEBER, supra note 156, at 368;J6rg, supra note 179, at 41; Peter Mankowski, Internet und besondere
Aspekte des Internationalen Vertragsrecbts (7 und I1), 1999 CO.4PuTER UND REcHT 512; Dhruv Grewal et al.,
Internet Retailing: Enablers, Limiters and Market Consequences, 57 J. Bus. RESEARCH 703 (2004).
182. See WEBER, supra note 156, at 369-70; J6rg, supra note 179, at 25; CHRISTINA RAMBERG, INTERNET
MARKETPLACES, THE LAW OF AUCTIONS AND EXCHANGES ONLINE (Oxford Univ. Press 2002); Stefan
Klein, Introduction to Electronic Auctions, 7 J. ELEC. Micrs. 3 (1997); Toshiyuki Kono, Selected Legal Issues of E-
Commerce, Internet Auction and its Critical Analysis From The Viewpoint of Contract and Commercial Law, in
SELECI-ED LEGAL ISSUES OF E-COMMERCE 41-55 (Toshiyuki Kono, Christoph G. Paulus & Harry Rajak
eds., 2002); NIKO HARTING, INrERNETRECHT 333 (2d ed. 2005).
183. See Weber, supra note 3, at 186.
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V. Summary
The functioning of e-trade greatly depends on the technological infrastructure pro-
vided. Therefore, e-business entities need to carefully watch technological developments,
which determine business behavior and business models, and thereby have remarkable
market implications. The success of electronic commercial transactions is also highly con-
tingent on transaction security. Substantial risks, such as digital assets getting lost or
being attacked by third persons, are detaining the potential of e-business.
The attempts to find internationally accepted solutions for a stable legal framework
governing the use of the Internet for e-trade have advanced cumbersomely. A glance at
the present WTO negotiations shows that progress is slow and new initiatives would be
desirable.
As outlined, a major problem concerns the allocation of e-trade to the GATT, regulat-
ing trade in goods, or the GATS, addressing trade in services. Allocation should not de-
pend on the carrier medium. Even taking into account that the liberalization level of
services (positive list approach) is lower than that of goods (negative list approach), it
seems to be more adequate, in the light of its characteristics, to apply the GATS to e-
trade. Once a GATS classification is agreed on, it still remains to be clarified whether e-
trade is covered by GATS mode 1 or mode 2. Nevertheless, by applying successful nego-
tiation mechanisms, the achievement of an improved e-trade legal framework does not
seem to be unrealistic.
The attempts to harmonize transaction-related (private law) provisions are needed in
order to establish a stable legal framework for international e-trade that improves the
predictability and certainty of legal consequences of business activities. The new UN-
Convention on International E-Contracts is a valuable instrument in this sense, and,
therefore, it should be ratified by the States and applied as national law.
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